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NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY OF NIGERIA 

14/16 AHMADU BELLO WAY, P.M.B. 80067, VICTORIA ISLAND, LAGOS. 

SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES 

2021_2 EXAMINATION 

 

 
COURSE CODE:  FRE801  

COURSE TITLE: FRENCH GRAMMAR I 

TIME ALLOWED:   2 Hours 

INSTRUCTION:   Answer 3 questions in all. Question 1 is compulsory.   
 

 

 

1a). How do you call the following places in French?  

i. a school   ii. A church.   iii. airport 

iv. Hospital  v. bakery     

  

 

1b). Change the following sentences into plural  

- Je vais bien 

- Comment vas-tu?  

- Je travaille à New York 

- Tu es chanteur  

- Il vas bien. 

 

2). Give the names of these professionals in French. 

    i. a medical doctor    ii. a nurse   iii. a hairdresser  
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    iv. barber    v. an accountant  vi. A lawyer 

vii. a pilot   viii. A teacher.   ix. A Bishop   x. a singer   

 

3) How do we call a female citizen of the following countries or continent in French? 

- Nigér  

- Burkina-faso  

- Europe  

- Nigéria 

- Belgium 

- Ivory-Coast 

- Africa  

- England 

- Cameroun 

- France 

 

 

4a). Fill in the gap with le, l’ la or les  

i. __________ chauffeur 

ii. __________ amies 

iii. __________ coiffeuse 

iv. _____ garçons 

v. __________ élève. 

 

4b). Rewrite the following numbers in words in French 

i. 30 

ii. 5 

iii. 100 

iv. 8 

v. 2 

 

5). Give the names of the following objects in French, using either la or le to distinguish 

the gender of the object 

i. A Chair   ii. A bag   iii. A biro 

iv. A shirt   v. A trouser    vi. An exercise book 

vii. A textbook    viii. A car    xi. A table 
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x. A blackboard 
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